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Gábor is an open source enthusiast and contributor. As a developer, working with and on the open source projects, he started off contributing to Open Source in 2000 when he joined his first open source organization and became the lead of that team. He later went on to become a professional PHP developer but quickly moved on to more interesting and challenging projects. In 2015, he joined Acquia, the world's leading provider of cloud services for digital experience, and he's been there ever since.
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Locale
- Languages, foreign language website UI.

L10n Up
- Avoid tedious manual translation downloads.

Content Translation
- Only for nodes, makes copies of nodes.
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I18n
- Menus, taxonomy, field labels, views. Oh you also need i18n_views module; and webform_localization, and...
Avoid tedious manual translation downloads.

Languages, foreign language website UI.

Only for nodes, makes copies of nodes.

API for handling some of the configuration. Settings translations!

Menus, taxonomy, field labels, views. Oh you also need i18n_views module; and webform_localization, and...
Drupal 7 Multilingual

**Core**

**Language**
Languages, foreign language website UI.

**Locate**
Avoid tedious manual translation downloads.

**Content Translation**
Only for nodes, makes copies of nodes.

**Entity Translation**
For Drupal Commerce for example. Oh you also need Title module!

**Variable**
API for handling some of the configuration. Settings translations!

**I18n**
Menus, taxonomy, field labels, views. Oh you also need i18n_views module; and webform_localization, and...

**I18n Up**
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Base services for all modules dealing with data. Not just multilingual.

INTERFACE
Interface translation has built-in update feature, improved usability.

CONTENT
Field translation in built-in API for all entities. Content translation module provides user interface.

CONFIG
Common configuration system handles blocks, views, field settings. Unified translation.
LANGUAGE
Base services for all modules dealing with data. Not just multilingual.
LANGUAGE IS STEP ONE
Language is step one

Detects language from browser

Downloads translation live

Installs in that language

Works with distros and all future modules
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NODES

ALIASES

VIEWS

... 

USERS

TERMS

SITE INFO

LANGUAGE SELECTOR NOT ALWAYS EXPOSED
# Flexible Language Setup

![Laptop screen showing language settings](image)

## Content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONTENT TYPE</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cikk</td>
<td>Site’s default language (English)</td>
<td>Current interface language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egyszerű oldal</td>
<td>Site’s default language (English)</td>
<td>Author’s preferred language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forum topic</td>
<td>Site’s default language (English)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Default language**: Site’s default language (English)
FLEXIBLE LANGUAGE SETUP

CONTENT CAN BE TIED TO LANGUAGES PER TYPE

DYNAMIC DEFAULT VALUES POSSIBLE

ALL-IN ONE CONFIGURATION PAGE

TWO SPECIAL LANGUAGES
**LANGUAGE VISIBILITY**

**Blocks can show/hide based on language**

**Views already has language filtering features for content lists**

**Drupal built-in pages are converted to views**

![Visibility settings](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pages</td>
<td>Not restricted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content types</td>
<td>Not restricted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages</td>
<td>Not restricted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roles</td>
<td>Not restricted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Show this block only for language(s). If you select more than one language, they will be combined. Choose one language to remove it from the list.
Part of the URL that determines language

- Path prefix
- Domain

### PATH PREFIX CONFIGURATION

Language codes or other custom text to use as a path prefix for URL language. This value may be left blank. **Modifying this value may cause issues with caution in a production environment.** Example: Specifying "de" for German results in URLs like "example.com/deutsch/contact".

- **English (en) path prefix (Default language)**
  - http://d8mi.localhost:8082/en

- **Hungarian (hu) path prefix**
  - http://d8mi.localhost:8082/hu
**LANGUAGE SELECTION**

- **Simplified and Integrated**
- **Path on by default**
- **New: Admin preferred language**
- **New: Selected language**
- **Browser detection highly improved**
Типы материалов

Главная » Управление » Структура » Типы материалов

Название*

Новый тип материала
Машинное имя: novyy_tip_materiala [Edit]

Человекопонятное название типа материалов. Этот текст будет показан из букв, цифр и пробелов. Название должно быть уникальным.
NAME TRANSLITERATION

TRANSLITERATION API IN CORE

USED FOR MACHINE NAMES

CONTRIB CAN USE IT MORE

POSSIBILITY FOR FILE NAMES, ETC.
ENGLISH CAN BE DELETED
INTERFACE TRANSLATION

Interface translation has built-in update feature, improved usability.
AUTOMATED TRANSLATIONS

- **Content Translation**: Allows users to trans
- **Interface Translation**: Translates the built-
- **Language**: Allows users to confi
AUTOMATED TRANSLATIONS

MODULE ENABLED AUTOMATICALLY IN FOREIGN INSTALL

NOT REQUIRED IF YOU WANT LANGUAGE ASSIGNMENT ONLY

AUTOMATED TRANSLATION DOWNLOADS
CENTRALIZED
TRANSLATION FILE LOCATION
CUSTOMIZATION TRACKING

Translation file

Choose File: No file chosen

A Gettext Portable Object file. Files must be less than 2 MB. Allowed file types: po.

Language

Afrikaans

- Treat imported strings as custom translations
- Overwrite non-customized translations
- Overwrite existing customized translations
CUSTOMIZED TRANSLATIONS ARE TRACKED

MAY BE PROTECTED FROM COMMUNITY TRANSLATION OVERWRITES

IMPORT WILL NOT TIME OUT, READS IN PIECES
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular form</th>
<th>Singular form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 min*</td>
<td>1 perc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural form</td>
<td>Plural form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@count min*</td>
<td>@count percek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singular form</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 sec</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural form</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@count sec</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unapproved comments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@count</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WHOLE NEW INTERFACE

“IN-PLACE” TRANSLATION TABLE

SUPPORTS PLURAL TRANSLATION

KEEPS RECORD OF CHANGES MADE

STRINGS RECORDED AS CUSTOMIZED

CUSTOMIZATION AWARE EXPORT TOO
ENGLISH CAN BE TRANSLATED TO
TRANSLATE TO ENGLISH
WHOLE NEW INTERFACE
CUSTOM TRANSLATION TRACKED
IMPORT WILL NOT TIME OUT
CENTRALIZED FILE DIR
AUTO-DOWNLOAD
SEPARATE MODULE
CONTENT TRANSLATION

Field translation in built-in API for all entities. Content translation module provides user interface.
ALL CONTENT ENTITIES* ARE SUPPORTED
INTEGRATED CONFIGURATION

Custom language settings
- Comment
- Custom Block
- Content
- Taxonomy term
- User

Save
INTEGRATED CONFIGURATION

Dynamic integrated configuration per bundle to per field translation
Sensible defaults for field types
Sub-field type details supported
INTEGRATED CONFIGURATION

Dynamic integrated configuration per bundle to per field translation

Sensible defaults for field types

Sub-field type details supported
INTEGRATED CONFIGURATION

DYNAMIC INTEGRATED CONFIGURATION

PER BUNDLE TO PER FIELD TRANSLATION

SENSIBLE DEFAULTS FOR FIELD TYPES

SUB-FIELD TYPE DETAILS SUPPORTED
My first article

Submitted by admin on Tue, 04/16/2013 - 14:32

A very exciting article, right?

Tags: exciting articles

Add new comment

Your name admin
TRANSLATION INTERFACE

TRANSLATION TABS ON CONTENT

ADD TRANSLATIONS FOR EACH LANGUAGE

POSSIBLE TO TAKE DIFFERENT SOURCE LANGUAGE

CAN EDIT “ALL LANGUAGE” VALUES WITH PERMISSION
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TRANSLATION TABS ON CONTENT

ADD TRANSLATIONS FOR EACH LANGUAGE

POSSIBLE TO TAKE DIFFERENT SOURCE LANGUAGE

CAN EDIT “ALL LANGUAGE” VALUES WITH PERMISSION

Translations of *My first article*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LANGUAGE</th>
<th>TRANSLATION</th>
<th>SOURCE LANGUAGE</th>
<th>STATUS</th>
<th>OPERATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English (Original language)</td>
<td>My first article</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Published</td>
<td>Edit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungarian</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Not translated</td>
<td>Add</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TRANSLATION INTERFACE

TRANSLATION TABS ON CONTENT

ADD TRANSLATIONS FOR EACH LANGUAGE

POSSIBLE TO TAKE DIFFERENT SOURCE LANGUAGE

CAN EDIT “ALL LANGUAGE” VALUES WITH PERMISSION
PROPERTIES
NOT YET TRANSLATABLE
MIGRATION PATH
NOT EVEN STARTED
CORE SEARCH AND API HAS LANGUAGE SUPPORT
NODE ACCESS API
HAS LANGUAGE SUPPORT
NODE ACCESS API SUPPORTED
SEARCH INDEX AS SEPARATE
SEARCH API UPDATED
FOR ALL CONTENT ENTITIES
PER BUNDLE + FIELD + SUB-FIELD

⚡️ PROPERTIES
⚡️ MIGRATION
CONFIGURATION

Common configuration system handles blocks, views, field settings. Unified translation.
CONFIG VS. CONTENT
CONFIG VS. CONTENT

ENTITIES

CONTENT

NODES

COMMENTS

CONTACT MESSAGES

USERS

TERMS

MENU ITEMS
CONFIG VS. CONTENT

ENTITIES

CONTENT
- Nodes
- Comments
- Contact Messages
- Users
- Terms
- Menu Items

CONFIGURATION
- Views
- Vocabularies
- Contact Categories
- Fields
- Site Info
- User Mails
LANGUAGE TRACKED ON EACH CONFIG FILE
SHIPPED CONFIG IS IN ENGLISH
CONFIG SUPPORTS
RUNTIME OVERRIDES
CONFIG INCLUDES
SCHEMA SUPPORT
FOR SHIPPED CONFIGURATION

String contains
Website feedback
Leave blank to show all strings. The search is case sensitive.

Translation language
Hungarian
Search in
Both translated and untransl

* Changes made in this table will not be saved until the form is submitted.

SOURCE STRING                      TRANSLATION
Website feedback*                   Webhely viss
FOR SHIPPED CONFIGURATION

TRANSLATABLE CONFIGURATION FOUND USING SCHEMA

MADE AVAILABLE FOR TRANSLATION

SAVED BACK TO CONFIGURATION OVERRIDES
FOR SHIPPED CONFIGURATION

TRANSLATABLE CONFIGURATION FOUND USING SCHEMA

MADE AVAILABLE FOR TRANSLATION

SAVED BACK TO CONFIGURATION OVERRIDES
ONLY FOR SHIPPED CONFIGURATION
CONTRIB MODULE
ADDS TRANSLATION UI
FOR ANY CONFIGURATION

- **Configuration translation**: Provides a translation interface for configuration settings.
- **Content Translation**: Allows users to translate content.
- **Interface Translation**: Translates the built-in user interface.
- **Language**: Allows users to configure language settings.
FOR ANY CONFIGURATION

PUTS TRANSLATION TABS ON CONFIGURATION PAGES

CAN TRANSLATE TO ANY CONFIGURED LANGUAGE

PROPOSED FOR CORE, MAY BE POSSIBLE
FOR ANY CONFIGURATION

PUTS TRANSLATION TABS ON CONFIGURATION PAGES

CAN TRANSLATE TO ANY CONFIGURED LANGUAGE

PROPOSED FOR CORE, MAY BE POSSIBLE
FOR ANY CONFIGURATION

PUTS TRANSLATION TABS ON CONFIGURATION PAGES

CAN TRANSLATE TO ANY CONFIGURED LANGUAGE

PROPOSED FOR CORE, MAY BE POSSIBLE
FOR ANY CONFIGURATION

PUTS TRANSLATION TABS ON CONFIGURATION PAGES

CAN TRANSLATE TO ANY CONFIGURED LANGUAGE

PROPOSED FOR CORE, MAY BE POSSIBLE
FOR ANY CONFIGURATION

PUTS TRANSLATION TABS ON CONFIGURATION PAGES

CAN TRANSLATE TO ANY CONFIGURED LANGUAGE

PROPOSED FOR CORE, MAY BE POSSIBLE
CHANGE MANAGEMENT TODO
USER INTERFACE
STILL TRICKY
FULL INTERFACE IN CONTRIBUTION
STANDARD TRANSLATION TABS
SCHEMA SYSTEM
CONFIG OVERRIDES WORKS FOR ANY CONFIG
CORE UI FOR SHIPPED ONLY
⚡CHANGE MANAGEMENT ⚡UI TRICKY
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**LANGUAGE**
Base services for all modules dealing with data. Not just multilingual.

**INTERFACE**
Interface translation has built-in update feature, improved usability.

**CONTENT**
Field translation in built-in API for all entities. Content translation module provides user interface.

**CONFIG**
Common configuration system handles blocks, views, field settings. Unified translation.
GET INVOLVED
GET INVOLVED

WEBSITE
drupal8multilingual.org / localize.drupal.org

TWITTER
twitter.com/d8mi

SPRINT IN PORTLAND
groups.drupal.org/node/281033

SPRINT IN DUBLIN
dublin2013.drupaldays.org
Sprint: Friday

Sprint with the community on Friday.

We have tasks for every skill set.

Mentors are available for new contributors.

An optional Friday morning workshop will help you set up community tools.

Follow @drupalmentoring

http://portland2013.drupal.org/program/sprints
What did you think?

Evaluate this session at: portland2013.drupal.org/schedule.

Thank you!